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The objective of the work described in this thesis was the 
assembly of an experimental pulp digester of one cubic foot 
capacity to be used for any of the commercial pulping processes 
and present or future experimental processes. A further objec- 
tive was the trial operation of this digester using the pulping 
process developed by R. H. McKee. 

The digestor shell was constructed by Hydraulic Supply Mfg. 
Co. of Seattle, Wash. of Type 316 stainless steel which is re- 
coirinaended for the pulp and paper industry. It is very similar 
in construction to the stationary vertical digesters used in this 
industry. The digester was Installed to permit the circulation 
of cooking liquor through a pump and outside heat exchanger. The 
cooking liquor was withdrawn from the bottom of the digester and 

being heated it was returned to the top. The heat exchanger 
consisted of resistance wire wrapped around short sections of the 
circulation pipe. The heat output of this system was regulated 
with a powerstat. A thermometer and pressure gauge were installed 
in the digester to record the cooking conditions. A relief-gas 
condenser was constructed and installed in. the relief line to con- 
dense the steam and to cool the gases. The digester and circula- 
tian system were completely insulated with prepared magnesia insu- 
lation. Two vessels were obtained from a sterilization unit and 
used as evaporators in conjuction with this digester. 

McKee's hydrotropic solution process for the recovery of eeuu- 
lose and lignin from wood was used for the trial operation of the 
digester. This is an experimental process and eastern hardwoods 
and bagasse were the raw materials used in its development. It 
was the further objective of this research to see if this process 
was feasible for the pulping of Western hemlock chips. The cook- 
Ing liquor used was a water solution containing 40 percent by 
weig2t sodium xylenesulfonate. A 12 hour cooking cycle was used 
with an operating temperature of 1500C. and an operating pressure 
between 50 and 75 pounds per square inch gauge. 

The digester installation worked very satisfactorily although 
it could be made more flexible by adding sufficient piping to 
make the circulation system reversible. 
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ASSLY AND TRIAL OPERA.T ION 
OF AN ALLPLü)OSE PULP DIGESTER 

OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this research was to assemble an 

experimental all- purpose pulp digester. All of the 

necessary auxiliary equipment was to be assembled. to 

enable the digester to be used to pulp wood chips or 

sawdust by any of the commercial pulping processes and 

present or future experimental processes. 

A further objective was to be the trial operation 

of this digester using the process developed by R. H. 

McKee. It was the objective of this phase of the in- 

vestigation to see if this process was at all feasible 

for pulping western hemlock chips. The lignin was also 

to be used for chemical analysis by Mrs. Jean Mater in 

her research on this material for a Doctor's thesis 

in the Chemistry Department. 
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PART I - ASSELtLY OF DIGESTER 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the pulp and. paper industry is very old it 

has been only in recent years that tne employment of tech- 

nical men has been widely adopted. As a result great 

strides have been made during the past few years in the 

modernization of the mills and in the close control of 

the product. At the present the pulping process is en- 

tirely of the batch type. However, it may be that the 

pulping of wood chips will be developed to the extent 

that it will be a continuous process in the not too 

distant future. 

The major piece of equipment for the pulping of 

wood in batches is the digester (6, p. 97, 98, 139 and 

183 - 185). A digester is defined as a cylindrical 

pressure vessel used for còoldng wood chips. Commercial 

d.igesters are either rotary or stationary. The older and 

smaller digesters are of the rotary typo but the present 

tendency is toward increasingly larger stationary digesters. 

Rotary or tumbling digesters have the following 

advantages over stationary digesters. A more uniform 

condition is maintained throughout the mass of pulp during 

the cook due to the better circulation obtained. They 

also pulp the chips much more rapidly. 
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However, the disadvantages seem to offset these 

advantages. Rotary digesters are more expensive to 

install and maintain. It is more difficult to fill and 

empty the digester and to relieve the pressure during 

the cook. They require more space per unit volume and 

since the size is limited the volume is also limited. 

This disadvantage is offset to some extent due to the 

faster cooking cycle. They also break up the chips 

mechanically during the cook, making for non-uniformity 

of the pulp. 

It was therefore decided to make the experimental 

digester of pilot plant size and to make the design con- 

form as nearly as possible to the present commercial 

stationary digesters. 

The design of the digester must also include 

provisions for the circulation of the cooking liquor. 

The older method of cooking known as direct heating con- 

sisted of admitting steam through a rind at the bottom 

of the digester. This method has the disadvantage of 

diluting the cooking liquor as the cook progresses and 

it has therefore been almost entirely replaced by the 

indirectly heated digester with direct steaming connections 

only for shaking up the chips and cleaning out the screens. 

The indirectly heated digester is heated by circulating 

the cooking liquor through an outside heat exchanger. 
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There are many circulation systems in use and the 

variations consist mostly of the location of liquor re- 

moval and the location of the liquor return to the di- 

gester after it passes through the heat exchanger (6, 

p. 99 - 100). 

The "Morterud" system withdraws the liquor from 

the bottom of the digester and returns it to the top 

by way of a pump and outside heat exchanger. 

The "Sehauffeberger" system withdraws the liquor 

through a perforated ring at the center of the digester 

and returns it both to the top and bottom of the digester. 

This system has the advantage of decreased channeling of 

the liquor through the chips. 

Still another system withdraws the liquor from the 

top and returns it to the bottom of the digester. This 

method has the advantage of minimizing channeling due to 

the buoyant effect produced by the upward flow of liquor 

through the chips. A larger volume of cooking liquor is 

required when using this system since the digester must. 

be filled to a higher level. 

By including provisions for screens at both the top 

and bottom the experimental digester can be operated with 

the flow of liquor in either direction. 

Since the cooking liquors used in the sulfate and 

soda processes are not corrosive, unlined steel or iron 

vessels were formerly used as digesters in these 
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processes. Due to the rustinET) of these materials digesters 

are now being made with a one-sixteenth inch 
stainless 

steel lining for use in the sulfate process 
at the Crown 

Wi1laiette Li1l in Camas, Washington. 

The older types of digesters for these two proces- 

ses were riveted, but welded construction 
is the prererred. 

method at the present time since it is very difficult to 

make a riveted joint impervious to alkaline solutions. 

Welding is a faster and cheaper method of construction, 

and with proper heat treating to relieve the welding 

stresses and with x-ray inspection, the safety of 
this 

type of construction is assured. 

The acid liquor used in the sulfite process attacks 

iron and some tyoe of liningis therefore necessary. Again 

it is possible to fabricate the equirment from stainless 

steel and to use all-welded construction. However, the 

newest sulfite digester installed by the .ieyerhaeuser 

Pulp Mill in Longview, Washington is riveted and is lined 

with acid-proof bricks. 

In the construction of an experimental digester 
to 

be used to study these corni1iercial processes and for in- 

vestigating experimental processes the use of stainless 

steel and welded fabrication seemed to be the most 

satisfactory answer. 



ASSiIBLY OF PULPING IiIPivtBNT 

DIG:STER. The first two digesters described were 

the preliminary designs and. the third digester was the one 

received. 

The original digester was to be as simple as pos- 

sible. It was decided to llave the digester constructed 

of type 316 stainless steel which is recommended 
for the 

pulp and paper industry. The properties of this material 

are listed in Table 1. The original design was very 

similar to Figure 1, the only exception being the use of 

10 inch flanges at both the top and bottom 
of the digester. 

One cubic foot was selected as the capacity 
for the 

digester. 

An estimate was requested from the Electric 
Steel 

Foundry Company of Portland, Oregon on 
such a pressure 

vessel without any provisions for circulation 
and relief 

connections. Their estimate was l25.00. 

On the basis of this quotation a research 
grant of 

4M.00.00 was requested of iJr. R. S. Hatcn, Technical Di- 

rector of the Research Department for the 
Pulp Division of 

Weyerhaeuser Timber Company. He immediately replied that 

such a grant would be made available. 

On the guarantee of this grant the digester 
was 

niore carefully designed as shown in Figure 
1. The body of 

this digester was to be a two foot section 
of 10 inch 

stainless steel pipe. From Vilbrandt (8, p. Li.02) the 



Table i 

PROPERTIES OF 2YPE 316 STÁINLSS STEEL (1) (7) 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION: 

Carbon 
Manganese 
Silicon 
Chromium 
Nickel 
Molybdenum 
Phosphoras 
Sulphur 

PHYSICAL PROP.RTLS: 

Density 

Specific heat 

Thermal conductivity 

Melting point 

Mean coeflicient of 
thermal expansion 

Yield strength 

Ultimate strength 

Structure 

Non magnetic 

Heat resistance 
Maximum operating 
temperature for con- 
tinuous service. 

Unsatisfactory for: 

0.10% max. 
2.0 % max. 
1.0 % max. 
16.0 to 18.0 % 
10.0 to 14.0 % 
1.75 to 2.50 % 
0.04% 
O.O4 

0.289 pounds per cubic inch 

0.12 Btu/°F pound 

113 Btu/ft2 hr °F/inoh 

2550 F 

9.6 in./in./°F x io6 
from 6 to 212 F 

30,000 lb./in.2 (min.) 

75,000 lb./in.2 (min.) 

Aust enitic 

1750° F 

Ammonium sulfate 
Chioracetic acid 
Hydrochloric acid 
Iodine 
Oxalic acid 
Sodium Fluoride 
Sulfur 
T in 

Recommended for Pulp and Paper Industry 
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Figure 1 - Experimental Digester - Preliminary design 



bursting strength o1 10 inch pipe is shown to be 500 

pounds rr square inch. Since the rnximum operatin' pres- 

su.re was to be only 125 pounds er scare inch this repre- 

sents an additional factoi of safety equal to four tiìies 

the one used. in calculatin: this value from the table. 

By replacing the flanges at the botton oi the digester 

with a one-hall inch ilate and includinß connections for 

liquor circulation and a relief valve it was estimated. 

that the cost would. be auproximately the safae as the ori- 

ginal bid. However, belore this design could be submitted 

for a bid. a drawing was obtained. from Mr. Hatch of an ex- 

perimental one cubic foot digester used. at the Institute 

of Paper Cheniistr:ì. This fiure is not included because 

the design pictured in Figure 2 i ve:y similar to it. 

This digester had. two important advantages over the 

original design. The cone shaped bottoni wfth a cone 

shaped screen inside makes it possible to ?tblow the di- 

gester. This means that the chips and liçuor are blown 

from tile digester into a blo\ oit or some form of steam 

seperator and. tile internal pressure in the Cilios causes 

their coui)lete disintegration. To blow the d.iester in 

Figure 2 \'jould. require the installment o a valve on the 

section of thr3e inch ipe at the lower end of tue di- 

u:ester. This valve is tieli oened at the end. of a Cooh 

after relievin tne pressure to abou 60 pounds per 

sLiare inch awe und tne contents of the JigesDer arp 
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Figu.re 2 - Experimental Digester - Advanced, design 
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blown into a blow pit. This is the method used to empty 

commercial digesters but due to the extra expense of 

building a blow pit it was decided not to make use of 

this feature at the present time. A three inch cap was 

to be placed over the end of this three inch pipe and 

after the pressure was reduced to zero the chips would 

be washed out of the digester. The cone shaped bottom 

makes this much easier than is the case with the flat 

bottomed vessel of Figure 1. The other advantage is due 

to the cone shaped screen and its larger surface area. 

This screen will not become clogged as quickly as the 

small one shown in Figure 1 when withdrawing liquor for 

outside circulation from the bottom of the digester. 

This design was submitted to the Electric Steel 

Foundry Company for a bid. The requested shell thickness 

was reduced from number three gauge to number seven gauge 

and the reinforcing band included by their designers. 

Their bid on this digester was 429.00. This price in- 

cluded heat treating after fabrication and hydrostatic 

testing to 225 pounds per square inch. 

This company also submitted a design of their own 

with flanges at the top of the cone for additional 

strength and ease of cleaning the strainer. Their quota- 

tion of this vessel was Ç5O8.00. 

Since both of these quotations were above the to- 

tal grant available and they did not include the pump and 
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p1pin:; requirements Lr. Hatch was again contacted. It 

wc.s learned at this tiïie that tue Technical Departraent of 

the Jeyerhaeaser i10 Mill was planning to order three 

experimental digesters o a design very sn!lilar to our 

latest design. They, tnereí'ore, ordered rour digesters 

made to their secifications and one o1 them. was shipoed 

to Dr. Friedman. In this manner tue oresent digester was 

obtained, at a cost of only 227.00. 

The construction details of chis diester are 

shown in Figure 3 and a picture of it as received, is shown 

in Figure 2+. The important details of contruction are as 

follows. All of the metal that will be in contact with the 

cooking liquor is of tyoe 316 staLnless steel. The di- 

gester is of all-welded construction. It was designed for 

an operating pressure of 200 pounds er squ:re inch with 

a factor of safety of eleven. The digester was hydrosta- 

tically tested to a pressure of 400 pounds per square inch. 

The flanges are of the Vn Stone ty:e and the weldin&. 

flanges have serrated contact surfaces. The digesLer is 

equipoed with screens at both top and bottom. permitting 

circulation in either di'ction. The screen at the top 

serves two additional purposes. The f irst is the holding 

down of the chips since they would otherwise float at the 

beginning of a cook. It also spreads out the cooking 

liquor as it flows in at the top 01' the digester. This 

decreases channeling of tiîe liquor as it flows down 



Figure 3 

13 MATERIAL LIST 
1TEM1 DESCRIPTION MATERIAL 

I Digester Shell No. 8 GaQe T- 316 

2 Blind Flange Cover 
...4' 

x 16" 0.0. M.S. 

3 

_!O" 

Cover Stainless Liner _1x 13" O.D. T-316 
4 loI' Welding Flange _'x 13' OD-lO" l.D. 

5 10" Backing Flange ' x l6 O.D. M.S. 

6 3" Backing Flanges x 7" OD. MS. 

7 3" Welding Flanges _.slilx O.D.3k' l.D. 

8 Screen- _ ho'es on centers X 5 O.D. T-316 
9 Clips to hold Flanges MS. 
IO 12 - f Stut Bolts MS. 
li 4 - -F Stud Bolts MS. 

12 
3H 

Stainless Pipe T-316 

13 Plate welded to 3" pipe T - 316 

14 3 Spacer bars " x 1" x 3-h" T- 316 

5 Screen - k" holes on " centers X 9 T- 316 

16 Nipple welded to cover T 316 

17 ?' Coupling welded to shell T-316 
18 

: 
Coupling welded to shell T-316 

19 Nipple T-316 

T-316 

T-316 

GENERAL NOTES: 

L Digester hydrostatically tested to 400 pounds per square inch. 

2. Maximum operating pressure 200 pounds per square inch. 

3. Maximum operating temperature 700° F 

4. Serial number 15777. 

EXPERIMENTAL ALL-PURPOSE DIGESTER 

MFGRS. HYDRAULIC SUPPLY MFG. CO. SEATTLE, WASH. 

Scale: "lFt.O" 
I 

Date: 12 -29- 47 
I 

Drown by: J.L.M. 
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Experiienta1 Digester Digester before Insulation 
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through the chips. The screen at the bottera ha the dis- 

advantage of a very small surface area. Consequently, it 

has an increased tendency to becosie clogged when with- 

drawing cooking liquor from the bottoni of the digester. 

It also prevents blowing the digester at the conioletion 

of a cook if it were desired to blow the digester at sorne 

future time. The chips are removed by removing the bottom 

flange and screen. The nipole for a thermometer well at 

the middle of the digester can be used for removing 

liquor at this point if a suitable screen is attached. 

This would permit the circulation of cooking liquor using 

the "Schauffeberger" systera. 

FRAL2WORK. The framework for the support of the 

digester was constructed from one inch pipe. An overall 

height of six feet was used to permit installation of the 

digester far enough from the floor to allow room for a 

chip box. The width between pipes was eleven inches so 

that the digester could be su.pported on its top flange by 

the pipes. The digester was welded to the framework to 

permit tightening and removal of the flange bolts. The 

frame itself was bolted to the floor with floor flanges 

and lag bolts and also welded to e. support beam of the 

chemistry building for stability. This framework is 

pictured in Figures 4. and 5. 
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CRANE. The crane pioturedin Figures 5 and 6 is 

used for the removal of the digester lid. This lid. 

weighs approximately 50 pounds, and since it must be 

lifted absolutely straight up off of the stud bolts to 

prevent binding, it is niore than one can do to reraove it 

without using the crane. This crane is of all-welded 

construction and. is bolted to a support beam of the 

chemistry building. Due to the swivel arrangement of 

the crane the lid can be removed and swung to any con- 

venient position. 

CIRCULATI0NYSTEM. It was decided for the opera- 

tion of the digester to withdraw 

tom. With a reversible pump this 

been necessary but the puma to be 

steel puxrïo has been selected will 

tion. This pump is of the rotary 

Figure 7. 

bhe liquor from the bot- 

choice would not nave 

used until a stainless 

only pumo in one direc- 

type and is pictured in 

Centrifugal pumps are preferred because of their 

many advantages. The flovi is relatively free from pulsa- 

tions. They are compact, ruged, dependable and simple 

to operate. They will also operate against a closed dis- 

charge and. can therefore be regulated. to very low flow 

velocities. This latter is also a safety factor when 

equipment is being operated by inexperienced operators. 
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Figure 6 - Crane 

Figure 7 - Pump and Llotor 



Céntrifugal pumps are not rversib1e which is a 

disadvantage, but they can be disconnected and turned 

around to pump in the opposite direction. With the proper 

pioing arrangement the flow can also be reversed but the 

additional pipe and. valves would cost about 75.00. 

Still another possibility would be the use of a 

gear pump. The flow could then be reversed by changing 

the direction of rotation of the gears. Gear pumps also 

have the advantage of very rugged construction and they 

can be operated at much higher pressures. The flow must 

be regulated by means of a recircu1atin line as these 

pumps will not operate against a closed discharge. The 

main disadvantage to the use of a gear pump is the small 

tolerance between gears. They will not pump liquids con- 

taining solids and. there may be fine particles of wood 

passing through the digester screen. 

A very low capacity pump is required for the experi- 

mental digester to auroach commecial conditions of liquor 

circulation. The liquor capacity of a commercial digestor 

is circulated about every twenty minutes in the Weyerhaeu 

er Pulp Mill. To approach this condition would require 

the circulation of only one nuarter of a gallon of liquor 

er minute. 

Six pump companies were chosen from the Chemical 

ngineering Catalogue as being able to supply small 
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stainless steel pumps. These companies were then con- 

tacted listing the requirenients as follows: 

1. Circulating pump - preferably centrifugal. 

2. Minimum capacity - 1/4. gallon per minute. 

3. Constructed of type 316 stainless steel. 

4.. Pump casing and packing glands to hold a 

pressure of 150 pounds per square inch at a 

temperature of 310°F. 

The Eastern Engineering Company was the only firm 

able to supply a pump to meet these requirements. They 

recommended a belt driven pump to protect the driving 

motor from the elevated temperature. However, they re- 

commended a different pump to be used in a similar in- 

stallation by Mr. Hatch. This latter pump is direct- 

connected to a motor with a long heat dissipating tube 

and costs about 25.00 less than the belt driven pump. 

This latter pump has not been ordered as yet because the 

packing gland failed in two hours while pumping hot sul- 

fite cooling liquor when tried out by the Technical De- 

partment of the Weyerhaeuser Pulp Mill. 

The present piping diagram for circulating the 

cooking liquor from the bottom to the top of the digester 

is shown in Figures 5 and 8. The circulation piping is 

of one-half inch type 316 stainless steel. The line to 

the pressure gauge is of one-quarter inch pipe and the 
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lOO psi Pressure Gage 

Relief Line f- " to " Bushing 

Orifice 

-4 t .wu - Il 

Flow __________ 
Manometer Taps 

DIGESTER 

Arter7 
Thermometer Variatron 

IiOvThOv 

Heating Coil 

" Pipe 

Pump Burners 

- IE!lEJLllEL - Gas 

Figure 8 

PIPING AND WIRING DIAGRAMS 

for Experimental Pulp Digester 
Scale: I" I Ft. O 

J 
Date: 4 - 28- 48 Drawn by: J.L.M. 



relief line is of one-eighth inch pipe of the same nia- 

terial. The threading of this pipe is very difficult 

unless a very sharp pipe die is used. The valves are 

bar stock needle valves for close regulation and, because 

they are the most economical valves that can be used. 

BEATING SYSTEM. It was the original plan to cfr- 

culate the liquor through an outside steam heat exchanger. 

This would require a supply of steam with a minhiìnuiu pr - 

sure of 150 pounds per square inch. The highest pressure 

available in the steam main was about 60 pounds per 

square inch gauge. To avoid the construction of a boiler 

and a heat exchanger it was decided to use resistance 

wire as the heating element. 

The heating system for tue first run consisted 

a resistance wire connected to a 110 volt outlet plus a 

bank of 5 gas burners. See Figures 8 and 9. The burners 

were used while heating the cooking liquor to the selected 

operating temperature. They were then to be shut off and 

the temperature maintained with the neating coil. The 

power supplied to this heating coil was rgulated. by means 

of a powerstat Which is a volta&e re8uLaor and is pic- 

tured in FIgure 10. 

Many different sizes of chromel resistance wire 

were available. The choice was between a large wire with 

low resistance per foot and a small wire with high resis- 

tance per foot which, however, can carry only a fraction 
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Figure 9 - Burners and. Pump Lotor 
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Figure 10 

110-.220 y Switch, Ammeter & Variatron 
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of the carrent of the heavier wire before burning o,it. 

Since a 5 aimere 11E) volt variatron or powerstat was the 

only one available at this time, size number 20 chromel 

wire was.selected. The length of wire required was cal- 

culated as follows': 

Since, Total Power - I (110 volts)(5 aLips) 

- 550 watts 

12R 

Then R = Power = 550 watts 22 OithìS 

12 J5 amps)2 

fesistance per foot of wire = 0.616 ohms 

And ire re(Iaired n 22 ohms 35.7 feet 
r foot 

On the basis of these calculations 36 feet of 

number 20 chromel wire were coilod around the vertical 

section of pipe above the pump as shown in Figure 8. 

This heating system was tried out with water and 

wood chips in the digester but it did not prove satis- 
factory. After heatiii' for eiht hours tue temperature 

had risen only from lL3 to 280°F. This heatinp rate 

was too slow since it was desired to heat the cooking 

liquor to the selected operating temperature in a max- 

irnuni of two hours. 

It was then decided to try a 220 volt circuit 
which would quadruple the power suplied to the heating 

coil. It was, however, necessary to first test the ori- 
ginal heating coil to determine whether it would carry 
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the additional load. The method selected. was suggested 

by .Ja1ton as the íiost reliable check of tue desirea 

wire length. This test consists of connecting 220 volts 

across a sixii1ar 4ece of wire and. movin the leads 

until tue wire beccme a dull red.. The leads were moved 

until 36 reet of iiuuiber 20 wire separated them and al- 

though the wire was slightly hotter tiian dull red it 
wa decided try out the installed coil. The wiring 

diagram used is s:i01,;ia ii Figure . 

This iietin: systeri was used. £oi four alping 

runs and. provod ver saisf&ctory. Tìe ceokin liquox 

was heated to an oTerating teicerature of 3000 to 3l0°i. 

after :2reTtin it to abu 200°F. The tii reo uired 

was aoro::ií1ately 90 iiiiiiutes ain t.ie 220 volt cir- 
cuit and ne bans of burners witii tac 'ouriers turned on 

only d.urin: the first hour. The only difficulty appear- 

ed on throaing the switch to tue 110 volt circuit as 

this circuit was insufficient to.hold tue cookin 

liquor at tuS selected. oeratin teaerature. By turn- 

ing the burners on low and regulating the voltae with 

the variatron tuis difficulty was overcorae. 

The heatin systeni was changed. f or the last rn by 

replacing the burners with another heating coil for con- 

venience in regulation. At the sate time the original 

heating coil was re')laced by a wire of the sarae size 
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bu.t 7 feet longer. The original wire overheated when 

the 220 volt circuit was turned, on and. it would probably 

have burned out in tine. The longer coil was opêrated 

at the full 220 volts with no regulation until the 

operating teriperature was reached. The only control is 

the double-pole double-throw switch used to change fron 

the 220 volt to the 110 volt circuit after the operating 

temoerature is reached. This switch is pictured in 

Figure lO. 

The new heating coil was constructed of naniber 

23 chrorael wire. This wire lias a resistance of 1.30 omas 

per foot. Using the sue method of calculation, tue 

length of wire theoretically required was 17 feet. Twenty 

feet of wire was first installed but the wire seemed to 

overheat and it was therefore reolaced by 24. feet of wire. 

The powerstat and ammeter were connected in series with 

this coil so that with the switch thrown to the 110 volt 

circuit on the original coil, the powerstat was used to 

regulate the new coil to hold the teraperature constant 

in the digester. 
The original location of this new coil was between 

the orifice and the digester. This did. not prove satis- 

factory at low flow velocities since the pipe did not 

run full. This caused flashing of the water in the 

cooking liquor and subsequent burning of the salt as it 

crystallized out on the pipe walls. Hard black plugs 
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were formed which stopped ap the pipe. This coil was 

therefore moved to the section of pipe before the pump 

which was formerly the location of the bank of burners. 

This coil can be seen in Figure 11. 

flSTRUiiTS: Pressure gaue, Thermometer and 

Orifice. The pressure au'e is of the Bourdon-type 

and on being checked in a dead-weight tester it was 

found to be accurate. 

The pipe below the pressure guage is fomed into 

a loop to give a longer section of pipe in a short 

height for cooling purposes. This loop also serves as 

a trap for water vapor in the gas. On bending, this 

section of pipe was cracked and welded closed. It was 

therefore tested in the dead weight tester to a pressure 

of 200 pounds per square inch as a safety measure. when 

using the sulfite process this section of pipe will have 

to be replaced by a diaphragm because of the corrosive 

action of sulfur dioxide gas when it is wet. 

The pressare nd the loop in the quarter 

inch pipe can be seen in Figure 6. 

The thermometer, originally, was to be installed 

by rae ans of t wo b ash ing s. To do this the th e rinomet er 

was placed in a one-half to one-quarter inch bashing, 

packing was wrapped around it, and a one-quarter to 

one-eighth inch bushing was then fitted into the larger 
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Figure 1]. - Regulated Heating Coil 



bushing and. tightened down to pack the packing around the 

thermometer. This means o assembly proveô. very cliff i- 
cult because the range of adjustment was very narrow. 

If the packing is too loose the therinonieter will blow 

out of the bushings at elevated. pressures. If the jack- 

ing is tightened. too far it will breaic off the therrao- 

nieter as was d.iscovered. on the first attempted. install- 
ation. This m.ethocl of installation did. not prove at 

all satisfactory and one day plus two thermometers later 
it was decided to trr scrne other arrangeiaent. 

A six inch section of auarter inch stainless steel 
pipe was welded closed. on one end. using a stainless steel 
welding rod. The welding was done by ivir. Turner of the 

Industrial Arts Department. The other end of this bipe 
was threaded and screwed into the threaded end of a 

to ; stainless steel bushing. This arrangement is cal- 
led a thermometer well. The thermometer is free to be 

withd.rawn at any- time without aestroying the pressure 

seal. A shield was also íuiade of inch bronze pipe to 

protect the stern of the thermometer which stuck out 

quite far from the digester. This shield enclosing the 

thermometer can be seen in Figure 12. 

Since air is a very poor conductor of heat this 
thermometer well must be filled with some liquid that is 
a good conductor of heat. Dibutyl phthalate was suggested 

by Dr. Olapp but the heat conductivity of this liquid 



Figure 12 

Thermometer Shield. and. Re1ie-gaS Cond.enser 
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could not be found in the common handbooks and the chem- 

istry department did not have any on hand. Glycerol was 

selected overheating-bath oil because it conducts heat 

more satisfactorily. The boiling point of 29000. for 
glycerine seemed to be satisfactory also. Glycerine was 

used in the thermometer well during runs i and 2 but it 
smoked at 300°F. and therefore mercury was used for run 

3 and all subsequent runs. 
Both a mercury and glycerine filled well were 

calibrated with the readings of the forier following the 
outside temoerature more closely. The temperature in the 
mercury well lagged behind the outside bath temperature 
by an average of only one degree Fahrenheit on heating 
and cooling while the tein3erature in the glycerol well 

lagged behind by an average between five and six degrees 

Fahrenheit on heating and cooling of the bath. if the 
temperature is held constant for ány appreciable length 
of time the thermometer readLngs should be the sanie in 
both cases. 

It was decided to install an orifice so that the 
flow could be measured. during the runs thus providing 
a check on the plugging of the screen at the bottom of 

the digester. The complete plugging of this screen stops 
the flow of liquor through the circulation piping caus- 

ing the heating elements to overheat their sections of 
pipe. This overheating vaoorizes the water from the 
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cooking liquor, with the subsequent burning of the com- 

pound crystallized out, thereby plugging the circulation 

piping. 

After preliminary calculations an orifice d.iamet- 

er of one-quarter inch was selected. This size was based 

on a maximum flow of L gallons per minute since the pump 

capacity was not known at this time. Since the cali- 

bration of the orifice it has been found that the maxi- 

mum pump output is only 1.42 gallons per minute. The 

manometer was a shielded vertical glass tube with a mer- 

cury well at the bottom as pictured in. Pigu.re 13. The 

maximum reading is 12 inches of mercury under cooking 

liquor. 

The size of the orifice was calculated by three 

difierent xnthods. The first method was that outlined 

in the Handbook of Chemistry (2). 

'1h 
a 360 (d2 

d2 = orifice 

Cd2)2 - 0.0625 

C = orifice 

)2(c I cø) (ii) 

V ('1 -(4)4 
( ai) 

diaileter in inches 0.25 

constant 0.61 

AO = density of flowing fluid in joimds per cubic 
I foot 

62.4 

H : differential head. in nanometer in inches of 
wat er 

di a inside pipe diameter in inches 0.622 
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FIgure 13 - Manometer and pressure taps 
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i - (d)4 i - 0.0261 = 0.9739 
(di) 

= rate of flow in pounds per hour 

= (1.4.2 gallons per rainute)(.33 pounds per 
gallon of water)(60 minutes per hour) 

710 

This equation will be solved 

the value obtained on calibr 

H t710)2(0.9739) 
(36o)To.o625Y 

= 416 
(13.54.6-1.00 

for H and. compared with 

.ting the orifice. 

- 4.1.8 inches 
[0.6l)62.4. of water 

= 3.32 inches of mercury 

The second method was that outlined in Industrial 

Instruments for Measurement and Control (4, p. 225-229). 

Q. = NCD2HGG-1 

Where Q, maximum flow in gallons per hour 

(1.42 gallons per minute)(60 minutes per hour) 

= 85.2 

N = constant = 1205 

C coefficient of discharge for orifice from the 
table in tue back of the book for d/D, where 
d is t.rìe orifice diameter, at a Reynolds 
number of 96,300 

= 0.097 

D Internal pioe d.iaraeter in inches 0.622 

r 

D2 = 0.387 

H - square root of maximum differential pressure 
head for which meter is designed, inches of 
mercury under ater 
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G = square root of specitic gravity of the 
liq,uid. under operating; conditions. (300° F 

and 50 pounds per square inch uae) 

a)proxinlately 1.0 

G1 reciprocal of the specific gravity of the 
liQuid at th basic temîerature o 60° F. 

1.0 

H = ____ 5.2 1.9 
(l205) (0.o97Y(087) (l.01T1.o) 

Manometer redin = H2 = 3.57 inches of mer- 
c ury und e r 

? er. 

The third method was that outlined in ,'fr1ker , Lewis, 

McÂdarns, an(i Gilliland (9,.6i). It as first flecos- 

sary to calculate Reynolds nwiber to deterauine the coef- 

ficìents for a sharp-ed;ed orifice vith throat taiDs 

froi Figure 21 on :9ae 61 of this book. 

Reynold's ii i ber PpVp 

D0 = orifice diemeter in feet 0.020L3 

vo = suerficial velocity throu,h tii orifice 
in feet er second. 

= 9.29 

p densit of fluid in )ounds ocr cubic foot. 

= 62.1k 

A4 = absolute viscosity of fluid in pounds per 
second per foot. 

= (1.865 iail1ioises)(0.0000672) - 0.0001252 

ieyno1d's nuìher - 96,300 
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Orifice coeffi.cient 0.61 

2 r 
= Vo ]-- (Do)4 

2g c L (D1) 

11 difference in static head 

V0 = 3.29 feet per second 

1T vo = ou. 

acceleration due to gravity 

= 32.17 feet per second per second 

e orifice coefficient 0.61 

e2 0.372 

D0 = 0.25 inches 

= inside pipe diaieter O.62: inches 

1 - (Do)4 = 0.9739 
(D1) 

H = 86.2 (0.9739) 3.51 feet 
(64.34) (0.372) 

of ater 

(3.51 feet) (11 inChes per foot) 
:: (13.546 - 1.000) 

= 3.36 inches of mercury 

These solutions are close to the calibrated value 

which is 2.98 inches of mecury under water at a flow of 

1.42 gallons per minute. The difference is due to the lo- 

cation of the manometer taps since the calculations are 

based on trie optimum location of the pressure taps which 

was not possible in the actual Installation. The 

first and last calculations give answers that are 
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low by about 0.27 inch since the calibrated value is in 

inches of raercary under water an these cc.lcualted. 

values are in inches of mercury. 

The orifice was made from number. 16 gage stain- 

less steel plate. A one-quarter inch hole was drilled 

through the center of this plate. In order to uaie a 

sharo-edged orifice in this thic. plate a half-inch 

drill was used to countersink this hole on one side 

until the thickness of tue 1ate around the hole is only 

about 1/32 inch. The countersunk side is installed on 

the discharge side of the orifice. 
This orifice plate was installed between two one- 

half inch galvanized pipe flanges by dril1in; holes 

through the olate and bolting this u 

pu1 sheets as gaskets. This metnod.. 

was preferred to welding tne orifice 

sections of :iue because orifice 
venient for c1eaniii ur oss or for 

The 1oction of th ranoxeter 

ait together, using 

of installation 
1ats between two 

plate is ubre con- 

reolacement. 

taus i iortnt 
for the attaiuuaent of tIte aiwa reSstre differential 
as measured by te uuioter. Three su-:.ested arrji:e- 
monts are siiown in khodes (Lp, p. 20L.) , wtk tite vena 

contracta pressure t L:tVj :6Lc5 aucuracy. 

This arrauigerient is also th one shown in Jalker, Lewis, 

I'JcAdams and. i11iland (, J. 5). The location of tne 

downstream tap is tne most Laortant because, if it can 
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be p1aed. at the oint of niaxinium contraction, known as 

the vena contracta, the ilaxinlurn pressure differential 
will be measured. This distance supested in tile latter 
reference above is 0.3 of tLìe :;ipe diaeter. This 

location was not possible in this installation because 

of the width of the f1ane. This tap is actually install- 
ed0. inch away £ro tile orifice and. it is tight against 

tue flange. The other ta must be far enough away from 

the orifice to .Lleasure the unstream pressure in tue pipe 

before the constriction of flow as the fluid passes 

through the orifice. This ta is 2.1 inches from the 

orifice on the upstream side. 

Installation of these taps was accomPlished by 

drilling and taT)ing a hole for one-eighth inch ie 
in the half inch circulation pipe. Screwing a section 

of eighth inch ipe into the hole did not maize a suffi- 

ciently tight fit since the threaded portion of the 

hole is only as 1on as tile fiipe wall thickness. 

These one-eichth inch taps were, therefore, also brazed 

to the larger pie and the inside was filed down so as 

to prevent interference with the fluid flow. 

The assembled view of tue orifice and the loca- 

tion of the manometer taps is pictured in Figure 1L. 

Figure 13 is the same view with insulation completely 

installed. 
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ligure 14 - Assembled Orifice and Manometer 
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The orifice was calibrated as installed. sixice the 

fluctuations due to ouming the water were less than the 

fluctuations in tue city water main. It was calibrated. 

using water which introduces a slight error beconìing 

greater with higher readings because the densities of 

water and the cooking liquor are not the sane. This 

was not considered to be of importance since the main 

puroose of the orifice is to indicate the olugging of 

the screen in the bottom of the digester as the cook 

progresses. The calibration was carried. out by catch- 

ing in a receptacle the water which flowed. through the 

orifice during a measured time with the manometer 

reading held. constant. Table 2 lists tue numerical 

values and Figure 15 is a plot of the flow of fluid in 

gallons per minute versus the manometer reading in 

inches of mercury under water. 

LTh'F-GiZ C0NDENSR. When the pressure was 

first relieved in the digester it was intended to blow 

the gas and steam out through the window. However, it 

was impossible to tell whetner any volatile gases were 

being removed.. A simple counter-flow condenser was 

therefore constructed. and installed in tule relief line 

to condense the steam. The end of the relief line was 

inrnersed in water and. bubbling indicated the removal of 

non-condensible gases. A picture of this condenser is 

shown in Figure 12. 



Table 2 

CALIBRATION OF ORILICE 

iTanom.eter Time Volume Flow 
Reading 

'tHg. See. La. Gal . ham. 

0.13 145.04 3265 0.357 
0.12 153.89 3430 0.354 
0.30 103.65 3425 0.500 

0.30 132.13 4050 0.4855 
0.30 113.0e' 3530 0.502 

0.30 121.9? 3850 0.500 
0.40 85.53 2993 0.554. 

0.1+0 92.10 3020 0.520 

0.76 76.10 3560 0.74.0 

0.76 77.39 3615 0.741 
1.22 6195 3605 0.924 
1.30 59.80 344.0 0.912 
1.35 55.78 3460 0.985 

1.46 56.23 3530 0.995 
1.50 3600 1.025 

1.56 54.92 3580 1.033 
1.52 55.72 3600 1.023 
1.62 55.17 3640 1.046 
2.18 46.98 3580 l.20 
2.27 4.6.11 3590 1.231 

2.29 47.19 3690 1.239 

2.77 49.92 4300 1.365 
2.80 39.97 3430 1.360 

2.E0 45.86 3966 1.371 
2.83 40.25 34.85 1.372 
2.94. 40.70 36.40 1.418 
3.01 40.31 364.5 1.432 
2.98 40.91 3660 1.420 

Saiaple Calculation: 

Flow = (3265 cc)(0.2642 gal/liter) 60 sec./niin. 

1000 mfTei 145.04 sec. 
0.35? gal./niin. 
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fl'STJLATION. The digester and piping were coni- 

pletely insulated with the excëtion of the lid. of the 

digester. All conimercial diesters are not insulated 

but all experimental digesters must be insulated to 

permit comparable penetration and. pressure-raisin 
periods due to tue higher surface area per unit volume. 

Prepared. pine insulation was used. on tile digester 

and. the circ ulation piping wherever sible . The 

remainder of the insulation was alîadL by usin loose 

magnesia nade uï as a thick water oaste and wraped 

with muslin. 

The insulated equipment is pictured in Figures 

7, 10, 13, lL and. 16 with the picture in Ji1iure 16 

taken from the seite angle as that in Fiure 5. 

CF1P BOL. A chip box was constructed. by istal- 
ling a screen about half way from the bottom of e. box. 

This screen iias quarter inch square holes which are too 

large and. therefore it was covered with a piece of tove1- 

ing. A picture of the chi box and screen is hoii in 

Figure 17. It is used. for washing the chias thorou.ghiy 

after they are removed fron the digester. 

The experienta1 p: 

for the trial operation of the digester 

evaporation of the cooking liquor. For 

two vessels containing steam coils were 

rocess to be used 

requires the 

this purpose ( 

obtained, from 



Figure 16 Figure 17 

Completed assexthly of digester Chip Box 
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a war surplus sterilization unit. A picture or the 

internal and external construction of these vessels is 

shown in Figure 18. 

These vessels were fitted with pining to meet the 

requirements and connected up to the steam main. A 

pressure reducing valve was installed, in the steam line 

so that the steam pressure could be regulated since the 

pressure in trie steam main is too high and causes boil- 

ing over of the evaporators. The tops were out out with 

a burning torch for the same reason since the opening 

in the tops of the vessels as received was only large 

enough for a 3/8 inch relief valve. By cutting out the 

tops the evaporation rate was also increased about 

fourfold. 

The gauge glasses were calibrated, using measured 

quantities of water and the evaporators are very useful 

for measuring trie volume of liquor charged to and recov- 

ered from a cook. 

A picture of the evaporators as completely fitted 

out for operation is shown in Figure 19. 

COMPLETED ASSENiBLY. Figure 20 is a picture of the 

completely assembled equipment as tak'en from the door ir 

the laboratory in which it is installed in the basement 

of the Chemistry Building. Figures 5 and 17 are also 

overall pictures from a different angle. 



Figure 18 

Evaporator details 

.gure 19 

Assembled Evaporators 
o' 
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1.8 

PART II - TRIAL OPITION OF TH PILL PLb.NT DIGESTER 

PULPING TIORY (6) 

COIvllflRCIAL PROCESSES. There are three major com- 

mercial pulping processes used for the chemical pulping 

of wood. These processes are named for the cooking 

liq.uor used. They are the "soda" process, the "sulfate's 

or "kraft process, and the "sulfite" process. 

The wod used, is divided into two broad classes, 

broad-leaved woods or hardwoods and conifers or soft- 

woods. The average chemical composition of these two 

classes of wood is listed in Table 3. 

There are many different species of wood depending 

on geographical location. The species of wood being 

pulped. in the Pacific Northwest are Western hemlock 

(Tsuga heterophylla), Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) 

and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga taxifolia). These species 

all belong to the class of wood known as conifers. The 

hemlock and small quantities of the spruce are used in 

the sulfite process while the Douglas fir is used in 

the kraft process. 

The wood is prepared for pulping by removing the 

bark and knots and subsequently reducing the logs to 

chips of a uniform size. The bark and knots do not 

pulp or bleach satisfactorily and therefore will appear 
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TABLE 3 

AVERAGE CO?OSITION OF OOD (5, p. 678) 

Broadleaí Conireros 
Coponent or hardwood or softwood 

Cellulose 56 58 

Pentosans 18 7 

Gunis, resins, and oils 2 8 

Ash i i 

Lignin 23 26 
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as black specks in the finished paper. The logs are 

chipped and screened to permit the production of a uni- 

form product. 

All of the processes produce essentially pure 

cellulose by dissolving the other components of the wood 

in the cooking liquor or removing them as gases. The 

cellulose obtained is the raw material for many different 

industries. The largest quantities are used in the manu- 

facture of the many different grades of paper. After 

purification large quantities are also used. to make rayon 

and many different plastics. 

The recovery of cellulose by these processes is at 

the best only about 90 per cent of that originally present, 

and it is also slightly degraded. The substances in 

solution are discarded or burned to utilize the high 

heating value of the lignin. Hence less than half of the 

raw material is contained in the final product. There 

has been a great deal of research on the utilization of 

the present waste products from the pulping processes but, 

as yet, the by-products obtained do not bring in a suff i- 

oient return to interest the majority of the pulp mill 

executives. 

Dr. R. H. IIoKee has patented a pulping process whith 

is claimed to recover both the lignin and cellulose from 

wood. This process was used to test the operation of the 

digester, therefore it will be described in detail. 
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McIE'S HDROTR0PIC SOLUTION PROCESS (3). The 

original work on this process was done during the 1930's 

while Dr. McKee was with the department of Chemical 

Engineering at Columbia University. His definition of 

the term "hydrotropic" is in its physio-chemical senøe, 

i.e., as applying to materials which have the property 

of transforming certain substances normally insoluble in 

water into clear watery solutions. The application of 

the term "pulping" to this process means the recovery 

of cellulose and lignin from wood. 

Although this process has not been tried out corn- 

mercially, the pilot plant work by McKee and a number of 

his students was very promising. They tried out the pro- 

cess using Eastern hardwoods and bagasse as the raw 

materials. In 194.7, Dr. Leo Friedman of Oregon State 

College wrote to Dr. McKee concerning the possibility of 

using this process to pulp Western woods such as hemlock 

and. fir and, his reply was that he doubted if the process 

would prove satisfactory. 

McKee and his students studied many soluble salts 

Cj organic acids and found that those derived from a 

single benzene ring were the most efficient for pulping 

hardwoods. The salt they found to be the best was the 

sodium salt of xylenesulfonic acid. Tables 4 and 5 

furnish data on this salt as supplied by the Wyandotte 
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TAELE 14. 

Data Sheet on 

Wyandotte Sodium Xylenesulfonate 

CH3 

flONa 
H3CL.... 2 ii 

o 
Molecular Weight.. . .. .208 

Tentative Specifications Technical Grade 
Total Solids... .. ...... . . ... . .. .. . . .40.0% Minimum 
Specific Gravity..........l.158 to 1.172 at 25°C. 

Sodium Xylenesu.Lronate solutions are hydrotropic-.-they 
have the property of "salting in" or increasing the solu- 
bility of many sparingly soluble organic and inorganic 
chemical s in aqueous systems. 
Wyandotte Sodium Sylenesulfonate is available In semi- 
commercial quantities as an aqueous solution of approxi- 
mately 40% total solids consisting primarily of the so- 
dium sulfonate derivitives of the 1,3-isomer with much 
smaller amounts of the 1,2-isomer. The solution is 
straw colored, has a faint sweet odor and contains less 
than. 2% inorganic salts. Solutions of Sodium Xylenesul- 
fonate exhibit moderate wetting properties, being about 
the equivalent of soap solutions in this respect. 

Suggested Uses of Sodium Xylenesulfonate 

The hydrotropic property suggests its use in solvent 
extraction, in purifying organics, and in speeding up 
two phase (liquid-liquid) organic reactions or lowering 
reaction temDeratures. It may find use as a mutual sol- 
vent for inorganic salts in organic solvents and water. 
Also suggested is the use of Sodium lylenesulfonate as 
a solvent for lignin and the pentosans. 



TABLE 5 

WYANDOTTE CHEMICALS CORPORATION 

Price Schedule For 

NAXONATE 4L AND NAXONATE G 

Naxonate G (1) 

Quantity 

Carloads 
5 drums - carload 
i - 4 drums 
Less than i drum 

Price Per Lb. 

O.24 
0.265 
0.29 
0.35 
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Standard Container: Wooden barrels, 200 lbs. net. 

Naxonate kL t2) 

Qant ity 
Carloads 
5 druxis - carload 
i - 4 drums 
Less than i drum 

Standard Container: 

Price Per Lb. 

0 .09 
0.10 
0.11 
o .13 

55 gal., non-returnable 
drums, 510 lbs net. 

All prices FOB Wyandotte, Michigan. Ternis: net 30 days 

(1) Sodium xylenesu.lfonate salt 
(2) Aqueous solution of approximately 4.0% solids 
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Chemicals Corporation of Vyandotte, Michigan.. The cook- 

ing liquor was a water solution containing 30 to ¿i.O 

percent by weight of this salt. The process can be 

carried. out in either alkaline, neutral or acid. condi- 

-tion, however, the neutral solution was preferred. If 

the process was carried out in an alkaline condition, the 

alkali reacted with the l:iberatd carbon dioxide to form 

sodium carbonate and lignin did. not precipitate as com- 

pletely on dilution of the hydrotropic solution. Under 

acid conditions, there was some hydrolysis of the cellu- 

lose with sugar formation resulting in the lowering of 

the cellulose yields. 

The wod chips were introduced into the digester 

together with a suitable excess of the hydrotropic solu- 

tion, The preferred proportion was In the neighborhood 

of 60 parts by weight of the hydrotropic solvent to 8 

parts by weight of the cellulose material. 

The wood chis were digester at a temperature of 

approximately 150° C. for 11 to 12 hours. The pressure 

was relieved either continuously or intermittently so 

that the gas pressure stayed in the range of 55 to 70 

pounds per square inch. 

After the cooking operation was completed the 

cellulose, which was still in the chip form, although 

soft, was broken up by mechanical agitation, filtered 

and washed. This cellulose could then be bleached as 
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in all other pulping processes and converted into paper 

or, since it was not degraded and was very pure, it could 

be sold to the rayon nianuracturers. The yield of cellu- 

lose on the bone dry weight of the wood was approximately 

15 percent greater than by conventional processes. 

The solvent solution of lignin which was recovered 

by filtration after the cooking operation had been coni- 

pleted was reused for cooking a fresh batch of chips. 

This solvent soJ.ution couli be used for as many as 6 or 

7 separate batches of chips or until the lignin content 

was about 350 grams per liter of solution, or in other 

words, until the solution was nearly saturated with 

lignin. As tus hydrotropic solution became more con- 

centrated with lignin in solution, the solvent became 

increasingly effective as a solvent for lignin up to 

the saturation point. 

After tnis solvent solution had been used the de. - 

sired number of times, the filtrate from the last batch 

of chips was treated to recover the lignin it contained.. 

While this lignin could be precipitated from the solu.- 

tion by tne aadition of an electrolyte, such as sodium 

chloride, the preferable method was to dilute the solu- 

tion with water. If the solution was diluted to 10 pei 

cent by weight of the hydrotropic salt the lignin and 

other materials contained were precipitated and separated 

by filtration. 
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The filtrate obtained. rrom this last filtration 

was evaporated to its original concentration and it was 

then ready for additional use in the process. The same 

cooking liquor was used. repeatedly in the process until 

it contained sufficient impurities to render its 1urther 

use inadvisable unless purified. This was ordinarly 

for about 30 cooks. The impurities which gradually ac- 

cumulated were mostly silica, iron, and some organic 

acids, principally from the oxidation of f urfural. The 

purification of the cooking liquor was very simple and 

was accomplished by adding a small amount of lime. The 

impurities which were then precipitated were removed by 

filtration. The hydrotropic solution was then ready for 

re-use in the process for another 30 batches of chips. 

The advantages claimed for this process over the 

present commercial processes are as follows: 

1. No obnoxious, ill-smelling gases are vented to 

the atmosphere as is now the case in both the 

sulfite and sulfate processes. 

2. The production of substantially pure (about 

99%) carbon dioxide as a by-product thich is 

capable of being compressed without further 

concentration and sold as dry ice. 

3. Since the coo±ing liquor can be reused repeat- 

edly there are low evaporation, raw material 

and mechanical losses. Loreover its repeated. 
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use means that there are no waste liquor 

problems. 

. Unlike the alkaline cooking processes used in 

produoing soda and sulfate puips, no evapora- 

tion to a high concentration is required, no 

furnace process of reccvery of the alkalies 

is required, and no causticizing with lime to 

regenerate the cooking liquor is required. 

5. The process is particularly well adapted to 

Indirect heating due to its low corrosion 

effects, non-scaling solvents, low operating 

pressure and good heat transfer. 

6. The low pressure required for operation also 

means that less expensive digesters may be 

used. 

7. The entire plant investment will be much smal- 

1er due to the extreme simplicity of this pro- 

cess and the ease of regeneration of the 

cooking liquor. Plants can be located with 

less regard to chemical supply and. water 

requirements will be lower. 

. The cooking liquor is an ideal solvent in that 

it becomes slightly more active as the cooking 

process approaches completeness and. not weaker 

as in all of the other processes. 



9. The lignin recovered by this process is in the 

sanie form, as the original lignin in the wood. 

The above material is ta1en from a patent (3) and 

therefore the process is made very attractive. Even 1f 

all of the advantages are not obtainable the disadvan- 

tages of the present coumercial processes are very aptly 

brought out. 

It was the objective of this part of the research 

to test the operation of the experimental digester using 

this process. 

PTJIJPING VARLBLES. The following pulping vari- 

ables must be considered in this trial operation (6, 

p. 101 - 107, 143 - 159 and 190 - 195). 

1. The cooking cycle 

2. The operating temperature 

3. The operating pressure 

4.. The circulation of cooking liquor 

5. The concentration of cooking liquor 

6. The liQuor -- chip ratio 

7. The species or woou. 

8. The characterities of the wood chips 

9. The composition of the cooking liquor 

10. Whether solution was inalkaline, acidic 

or in neutral condition 

il. Re-use of the cooking liquor 
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These variables will be discussed in sequence as 

listed. 
Twelve hours was chosen as the cooiing tine on the 

basis of the \vork done by Dr. lIcKee. However, increasing 
the cooking ti!1e should improve the pulping action due to 
the improved solvent properties oÍ thé cooking liquor 
used. in this process. Under this heading the tinte taken 
for the penetration and pressure-raising period and the 

pressure-relier period are also included. In tne pres- 
sure-raising period a number of processes take place. 
The air is removed from the digester; the liquor pene- 

trates the chips; the more soluble components begin to 
dissolve; and the volatile oils -- such as turpentine-- 
begin to distil off with the steam (6, p. 101). The pene- 

tration oÍ the chips by the liquor is tue most irîportant 
of these processes and time must be allowed for this step 
to takce place. The 90 minute heating-up period used in 
the trial operation of he digester should be sufficient. 
The pressure-relief period is not important unless the 
chips are to be blown from the digester. 

The operating temperature is the most important 

variable and 15000. was chosen for the trial operation on 

the basis of the work done by Dr. McKee. Raising the 

temperature is said to increase the speed of reaction 
(6, p. 105). The ivaxiinwn cooking temperature is about 
20000. since cooking at this temperature chars the chips. 



The operating pressare is set by the operating 

temperature to a great extent. The most important con- 

sideration is the relief of the pressure during the early 

stages of the cook. The non-condensible gases must be 

removed from the digester as fast as they are formed 

since they slow down the pulping reaction (6, p. 101). 

The circulation of cooking liquor involves both 

direction and speed. The different circulation systems 

and the commercial circulation rate used. in tile Weyer- 

haeuser Pulp Mill were covered in Part X. The major 

item of importance is the redaction of channeling to 

improve the uniformity of the product. 

The limit of the concentration of the cookingli- 

quor in this process is the saturation point of the salt 

used. For the sodium salt of xylenesulfonic acid this 

condition occurs in a solution slightly over 40 percent 

salt by weight. Since the moisture in the wood chips di- 

lutes the cooking liquor, the most concentrated solution 

is the most desirable. 

The liquor-chip ratio suggested by Dr. McKee was to 

be approximated. Higher ratios should increase the remov- 

al of lignin but the change would be small and the charge 

of chips would have to be reduced to an impractical point. 

The Western hemlock chips were selected because 

this is the best pulping wood available in the Pacific 

Northwest. 
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The characteristics of the chips refers to the 

uniformity and the size of the chips. The chips were 

obtained from the Crown Willamette Mill in Lebanon, 

Oregon as chipped and screened for their use. 

The cooking liquor used was the sodium salt of 

xylenesulfonic acid as mentioned previously. 

Upon dissolving this salt in water the resulting 

solution has a pH of about 8 as indicated by universal 

litmus paper. The solution was used without adjusting 

the pH. 

The cooking solution was used for one cook and 
also for two cooks before diluting it to remove the 

lignin. 
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TECHNIQ5E 0F OPEPLATION 

The bottoni flange was bolted to the digested 

using pulp sheets as gaskets. Heavy sulfite paper was 

used during one cook but this material did not prove as 

satisfactory as the pulp sheets. Both materials were 

furnished by the Crown Willamette Paper Mill in Lebanon, 

Oregon and samples of each are included in Exhibit 1. 

The gaskets were cut from the pulp sheets using tin- 
snips and the bolt holes were cut with short sictions 

of pipe sharpened on a lathe. 
The chips were then weighed out and poured into 

the digester. À representative sample was taeLI for a 

moisture determination. Figure 21 is a plot of the 

weight of chips versus the time of drying as an indica- 

tion of te length of time required for the chips to 

reach a constant weight. This information was used to 

establish a drying tinie of 12 hours for the uncooked 

chips. 

The cooking liquor ws made from Naxonate C as 

supplied. by the Wyandotte Chemicals Corporation. The 

salt was supplied as a ver,; Line powder which was sub- 

sequently dissolved in cold water. rs. ean Mater sug- 

gested the use of cold water on the basis of her pre- 

liminary work at Oregon State College on this process. 

This cooking liquor was preheated in the evaporators 
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before pouring it into the digester to decrease the time 

required to raise the contents of the digester to the 

selected operating conditions. 

After pouring the cooking liquor into the digester 

the top was bolted down using a pulp sheet as the gasket. 

The pump and heating system were then turned on. 

The pump was operated for the full 12 hours. The heat- 

ing system was adjusted to supply the maximum heat until 

the operating temperature and pressure were reached. The 

system was then adjusted to maintain this temperature 

until 10 hours had elapsed from the start of the cook. The 

heating system was then turned off and the relief valve 

was opened slightly for the two houx relief period. 

Figures 22, 23, and 24. are the temperature-time diagrams 

for the six pulping cooks attempted. They were plotted 

from the data in the Appendix. These curves show the 

three different stages of a cooking cycle. These stages 

are the penetration and pressure-raising period, the f uil- 

pressure period and the gassing-down period (6, p. 101). 

At the end of the cook the liquor was drained 

through the screen at the bottom of the digester. This 

liquor was either reconcentrated in the evaporators to 

be used for cooking a. fresh batch of chips or it was 

diluted with water to recover the lignin it contained. 

The lignin was filtered from the solution and dried 

at room temperature, since drying at an elevated temperature 
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alters Its chemical structure. However, the lignin was 

oxidized on drying in air and Mrs. Mater plans to dry 

another sample in an inert atmosphere. 

The chips were partially washed in the digester to 

recover the solvent they contained. They were then 

transferred to the chip box and washed thoroughly. They 

were allowed to drain and were subsequently weighed. A 

representative sample was taken for a moisture determina- 

tion. Pigure 25 is a plot of the weight of chips versus 

the time of drying as an indication of the length of 

time required for the chips to reach a constant weight. 

This curve indicates a time requirement of 30 hours, but 

with continuous heating and no removal of the chips from 

the oven during the drying, 24. hours proved to be suf- 

ficient. 

It was decided to defiber the chips to obtain a 

better check on the amount of pulping action obtained. 

A Waring blender was used as the beater. Samples of 

chips after beating are shown in Exhibit II. The numbers 

refer to the cook with the exception of number 1. The 

latter sample consists of uncooked chips to be used for 

comparison with the samples of cooked chips. These 

samples were all prepared in the same manner. The chips 

were first beaten in the iaring blender for 10 minutes 

with water. The fibers were then soaked in a ¿FO percent 
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Exhibit II - Defibered Samples 

Uncooked chips and cooked chips from Runs 2, 3, 4 
and 5 as beaten in a Waring blender. 
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solution or cooking liouor ror twenty minutes. They 

were then washed thorouh1y and. the nats shown in x- 

hibit II were formed. 

As a final test of the pulping action it was de- 

cided to attempt to bleach these fibers. The bleaching 

process used. was similar to that used in the commercial 

bleaching of the different types of wood pulp (6, p. 2'7- 

293). The first ste was the chlorination of the fibers 

with chlorine water at room temperature for about 15 

minutes. The ch),orine reacts with the lignin to forni 

chiorolignins which are soluble in alkaline solution. 

The second step was the soaking of tile fibers in a 5 

percent sodium hydroxide solution for 15 minutes. In 

this step the chlorinated. residues and tile degraded 

cellulose were dissolved and renioved by filtering. The 

final step was an oxidation process using calcium hypo- 

chiowite to whiten and brighten the product. The fibers 

were soaked in this solution for 90 minutes. The 

bleached samples are shown in Exhibit III. 
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Exhibit III - Bleached Pulp 

Cooked chips from Runs 2, 3, 4 and 5 after being 
beaten and bleached. 
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EERflJNTAL COOIS 

The purpose of Run i was to test the orginal heat- 

ing system, the packing glands in the pump, and. tile equip- 

nient for possible 1eais. The packing gland.s withstood. tne 

tenperature and. pressure developed in this run, and. no 

leaks were discovered. However, the original heating sys- 

tem was inadequate and. it was therefore changed by rewir- 

ing the heating coil for operation on a 220 volt circuit. 

It was also discovered that a relief-gas condenser would 

be required when relieving the pressure in the digester 

at the completion of a ruii. The data collected during 

this run are tabulated in Table 7 in the Appendix. 

Run 2 was a pulping run following the conditions 

suggested br Dr. McKee. The heating system for this run 

and all subsequent cooks, with the exception of Run 6, 

is shown in Figure 8. The operating temperature could 

not be maintained with the 110 volt circuit. Therefore 

the 220 volt circuit was used. intermittently to raise 

the temperature. The relief gas had a strong odor 

indicating the possible presence of furfural. No pres- 

sure-relief period was included in this run and the chips 

were allowed to soak in the cooking liquor overnight. 

This resulted in a longer cooking cycle for this run 

than was obtained in any of the subsequent runs. The 

liquor removed after the cook was a dark reddish 
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brown. The liquor was diluted with the water used for 
washing the chips and. the lignin was filtered. from this 
solution. The lignin was a dirty brown as filtered, 
however, on drying in air it turned black and became very 

brittle. It had a very low melting point with a tendency 

to become soft at a temperature slightly above room teinp- 

eratu.re. The cooked chips were also dark in color and 

they were not as soft as completely cooked chips. These 

chips were defibered in a Waring blender and bleached as 

shown in Exhibits 2 and 3. The data from this run are 
tabulated in Table 8 in the Appendix. 

Runs 3 and 4 were to be demonstrations of the effect 
of using the saine cooking liquor for two batches of chips. 
The operating conditions were very similar to Run 2 with 
the exception of the two hour gassing-down period at the 
end of these cooks. The differences in the cooking cy- 

cies are shown in Figures 22 and. 23. The liquor was 

drained from the chips at the completion of this period 
and the chips were soake& in cold water overnight. It 
was subsequently realized that the immediate soaking or 

washing of the chips with water would precipitate the 
lignin from the liquor held in the chips. This may be 

one explanation for the dark color of the cooked chips 

and may account for the low yield of lignin. For the 

neit two runs it was decided to use fresh cooking liquor 
for the first wash and then to wash the chips thoroughly 
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with water. This procedure should decrease the lignin 

content of the liquor retained in the chips. The cookea. 

chips from Runs 3 and L. were not as well cooked as those 

obtained from Run 2. They were not as soft and were 

darker in color. One reason for the poor quality of the 

cooked chiis was the low .1quor-chip ratio. This condi- 

tion was remedied in the last two cooks. The data taken 

during these two runs are tabulated in Tables 9 and 10 

in the Appendix. 

Run 5 was an im.provenient over the previous cooks. 

More concentrated cooking liquor was used, a higher 

liquor-chip ratio was tried, the operating temperature 

was held constant by turning the burners on low and ad- 

justing the 110 volt circuit with the variatron, and the 

chips were washed with fresh cooking liquor before being 

washed with water. The chips recovered f roni this run 

were the softest obtained in this series of cooks. On 

defibering these chips in a Waring blender they also 

appeared to be lighter in color. However, little dif- 
ference could be seen in the bleached fibers. Samples 

of these bleached and. unbleached fibers are included in 

Exhibits 2 and 3. It is believed tnat this was tile best 

cook attempted, however, the error in the calculated 

yield (see Table 5) prevents a positive statement. The 

data taken during this run are tabulated in Table il 
in the Appendix. 
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Por Run 6 cooking conditions were the saiae as those 

used in Run 5 with one exception. The gas pressure was 

relieved continuously during the first part or the cook 

since this gas pressure is said. to slow down the cook- 

ing action of the liquor. Two changes were also niade in 

the installation. An orifice was installed at the loca- 

tian shown in Figure 8. It was to serve as a check on 

the plugging of the screen as the cook progressed. An 

additional heating coil was installed. in place of the 

bank of burners for closer control. This was a 110 

volt circuit and. contained. the eneter and variatron. 

It was installed between the orifice and. the top of the 

digester. With both coils operating on 110 volts closer 

regulation was obtained in maintaining the digester con- 

tents at the operating temperature. The chips used. in 

this run contained too many fine particles and the screen 

in the bottom of thc digester became plugged. after only 

25 minutes of' operation. Thererore the heating coils 

and pump were immediately shut off. An attempt was 

made to clean the screen by the application of steam 

through the drain valve at the bottom of the digester. 

However, upon turning the pump on the manometer reading 

was still zero. It was later discovered that the steam 

pressure had cleaned the screen but the circulation line 

was plugged. The chips and cooking liquor were removed 

frani the digester and the circulation piping was taken 



apart. The pipe between the orifice and the top of 

the digester was filled with hard black plugs which were 

formed on the evaporation of the water frani the cooking 

liquor in the heating coil. This was caused by the stop- 

page of fluid flow through the pipe and also by the fact 

that this pipe did not run full at low flow velocities. 
Therefore this heating coil was moved to a section of 

pipe between the bottom of the digester and the pump. 

Another attempt was made to pulp a batch of chips 

ander the original cooking conditions. The chips were 

first screened and a bucket full of the largest chips 

was placed in the bottom of the digester to prevent the 

plugging of the screen during this run. However, this 
cook did not prove successful either. The first du- 
ficulty was a short in the original heating coil. This 

coil had burned out during the previously atterapted 

cook. It was therefore reolaced and the cook was con- 

tinued. However, when this heating coil was turned on 

the nanometer reading fluctuated widely. It is believed 

that this fluctuation was caused. by the vaporization of 

water from the cooking liquor by this heating element. 

The element finally had to be shut off altogether be- 

cause the mercury in the manometer was fluctuating so 

widely that it would have eventually entered the cir- 
culating liquor. The mercury could not be removed, to 

preriit the continuation of this run since there was a 
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pressure of 20 pounds per square inch g&uge in the 

digester. On the basis or the difficulty encountered 

when using the orifice during this run it has been 

removed and replaced with a section of bronze pipe which 

can be used for non-corrosive liquors only. With the 

heating circuits turned off the manometer reading fell 

to zero indicating the plugging of the pipe since the 

screen was known to be clear. Therefore the pump was 

shut off and the contents of the digester were allowed 

to cool down before removing the cooking liquor. The 

cooking liquor was then diluted and the clear liquor 

was decanted off leaving the lignin in solution. This 

lignin was given to Mrs. Mater for filtering and dry- 

ing in an inert atmosphere. The data taken during this 

run are tabulated in Table 12 in the Appendix. 

Liquor circulation for all of these runs was ad- 

justed by means of' the discharge valve and the by-pass 

valve above the pump. With both of these valves wide 

open the flow of liquor was about 0.5 gallons per minute 

and this was the setting used during the attempted runs. 

The by-pass valve was operated wide open in most cases 

because less suction was therby applied to the digester 

and there was less tendency for the screen to become 

plugged. The discharge valve was opened wide to permit 

the maximum circulation with this arrangement. 



Table 6 is a tabulation of the important data 

frein the attempted 000ks for comparison purposes. 



Table ô 

Stunmary of the PuJ.ping Runs 

Dry Chip Liquor Liquor - Liquor- Yield of Yield of 
Charge Charge Concentration Chip Pulp Lignin 

Run No. lbs. iiters % by weight Ratio 

2 9.60 20 3 5.5 to 1 77.0 6.38 

3 9.10 18.77 35 5.2 to J. 79.2 (2) 3.50 

14. 9.114 16 33 5.08 to i. 87.3 

5 7.07 20 140 7.5 to i 106.5 

6 6.00 (1)22 140 9.14 to i (3)Q9 

(i) Cooking liquor from previous cook reused for this cook. 
(2) Average iignin obtained from runs 3 and 14. 

(3) incomplete run. 



CONCLUSIONS AD SUGGESTIONS 

The digester and auxiliary equipment worked very 

satisfactorily although changes can be made to improve 

the flexibility of' the installation. By adding to the 

present piping the circi1ation system could be made re- 

versible. This would permit the circulation of the cook- 

ing liquor from the top to the bottom of the digester 

and should do away with the difficulties encountered due 

to the plugging of the screen at the bottom of the di- 

gester. The orifice has been removed because the ori- 

ginal installation did not prove satisfactory. However, 

it could be installed in front of the heating coils and 

it should then operate effectively. It would also be 

possible to weld a connection to the cone shaped section 

of the digester if it is desired to blow the digester 

at some future time. 

McKee's pulping process did not prove satisfactory 

for pulping Western hemlock chips with the variables ad- 

justed as in these trial runs. However, there are in- 

numerable combinations yet to be tried and the process 

does seem to have possibilities. A further check on 

the possibilities of this process will be available upon 

the completion of Mrs. Haters analysis of the lignin 

obtained. 



A better method of washing the chips would be a 

great aid in the process. Suction could be applied to 

the digester to remove more of the cooking liquor from 
the chips or perhaps some washing medium other than 

water could be used which would not precipitate the 

lignin from the cooking solution. 

Air drying of the wood chips would decrease the 

dilution of the cooking liquor and the pulping action 
should therefore be increased. However, a larger a- 

mount of cooking liquor would be lost per cook. A fur- 

ther possibility along this line would be the extrac- 

tion of the chips with an aleohol-benzene mixture be- 

Lore they are cooked to remove the resins. 
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APPE1'DIX 

Data from the Attempted Pulping Cooks 



Table 7 

Run i - Trial Run using hemlock chips and water 

Charge of Chips: 

Charge of Water: 

April 3, 19J8 

19 lbs. 

16 liters at 291°F. 

Thermometer well filled with glycerol. 

G a ge 
Time Temp. Pressure Remarks 

OF psi 

9:05 Water poured into digester 
110 y. heating circuit on full 

9:10 Turned burners on full 
92O Top bolted down. 
9x45 172.4 Thermometer installed 

10:00 179.1 
1O:3 199.1k 
11:03 208.9 6.5 
11:4.1 222.6 11.2 
12:05 228.L 12.9 
12:35 235.9 16.7 
1:20 241.0 19.4 
1:41 244.4 21.0 
2:00 248.0 22.2 
2:30 254.8 27.7 
3:05 260.8 32.3 Motor is warm. Pump is hot 
3:30 264.6 35.2 
4:00 270.0 38.8 
4:42 276.1 43.7 
5:30 282.4 50.6 Shut off pump burners and 

heating coil. 
Relieved pressure. 
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Table 8 

Run 2 - Pulping Run 

April 10, 194.8 

Charge of hemlock ohips: 
17.38# of wet chips 
44.8% moisture 
9.60 of dry chips 

Charge of cooking liquor: Straw colored 

20 liters of 35% salt solution (by weight) at 

2000F. 
pH slightly less than 8.0 - specific gravity = 

i . 117 

Liquor - Chip ratio 5.25 to 1. 

Gaage 
Temp. Pressure 

Time °F. psi Remarks 

10:05 A.l1 liquor added to chips in 
digester. Pump and burners 
turned on. 

10:20 Top bolted down. 
220 V circuit turned on. 

10:21 153.5 
10:30 177.8 
10:4.5 197.6 5.3 
11:00 233.6 10.7 
11:15 255.2 22.6 
11:30 279.1 39.5 Turned oft burners. 

11:18 295.9 53.0 
12:01 307.9 67.5 
12:08 75.0 Opened relief valve. 

12:09 6.o Closed relief valve. 

12:15 313.9 68 
12:20 One of leads to heating coil 

burned oft. 

12:21 Turned on burners. 

12:30 307.4 58.1 

12:34 Turned off burners. 

12:48 Turned heating coil back on. 

12:49 297.7 58.5 
1:00 308.7 68.0 
1:06 76.0 Opened relief valve 

1:08 54.0 Closed relief valve 

1:15 313.7 67.3 



Tab1e_ i?22iJ 

GLuge 
Temp. Pressure 

Time OF. psi Remarks 

12 82.0 Opened reliet valve. 
1:26 60.0 Closed relief valve. 
1:28 Threw switch to 110 y circuit. 
1:30 312.1 62.5 
l:6 306.9 56.0 
2:00 303.3 52.5 
2:06 Threw switch to 220 y circuit. 
2:15 306.5 80 Opened relief valve. 
2:16 311.0 60 Closed relief valve. 
2:16 Threw switch to 110 y circuit. 
2:30 305.6 54..2 

2:47 301.3 50.4 " " " 220v 
2:50 301.3 66.0 
2:54. 301.6 76.0 " " " 110v 
3:00 309.0 57.4. 
3:15 302.4. 51.5 
3:30 298.9 4Z.0 " " " 220v 
3:36 29.8 70.0 
3:45 314..6 79.0 n n ti 110v 't 

4.:00 309.9 59.0 
¿4.:15 301f.? 53.5 
i+:30 300.2 4.9.2 t1 yt ti 220v 
4:4.3 aO.0 't n tt 110v 
4:4.5 316./i 69.0 
5:00 308.7 57.5 
5.15 305.2 54..0 

5:30 302.0 51.0 " 220v 
5:4.0 303.1 3.0 " n 110v T' 

5:4.5 314.2 63.0 
6:00 307.4 56.2 
6:15 303.8 53.0 ft 220v 
6:20 62.0 Relieved pressure. 
6:25 303.8 80.0 Shut ofr all oircuits.Our to 

lunch. 
7:10 294.8 42.5 Turned on pump and 220v 

heating circuit. 
7:30 311.0 75.6 Threw switch to 110v circuit. 
7:45 306.0 54.5 
8:00 302.4 51.5 ii 220v 
8:09 302.4 84.4. " " l 110V 
8:15 311.0 60.5 
8,30 305.6 54.4. 
8:45 302.4 52.0 



Time 

9:00 
9:09 
9:15 
9:32 
9:45 
9:50 
10:00 
10:15 

9:10 
9:20 

9:25 

10:10 

12:45 

Table ajeont.) 

Temp. 
0, 

Gauge 
Pressure 
psi 

200.5 L9.O 
299.1 86.0 
311.7 62.4. 
305.2 54.3 
302.0 51.7 

304.2 55.0 
301.1 51.0 

Remarks 

Threw swit ch 
n 

n 

n t? 

t? n 

April 11, 1948 

to 220v circuit. 
" 110v 

" 220v 
" 110v 

200.0 0 
Removed top of digester-chips were dark brown in 
color-no liquor visible. 
Started to drain liquor from digester. It was a 
dark brown in color. Specific gravity was 1.127 
at 139P. pH slightly less than .0. On cooling 
specific gravity was 1.150 at 74 F. 
All liquor removed. 13.9 liters. However about 
0.75 liter remains in circulation piping chips 
were then washed with water and. this water was 
used to dilute the cooking liquor. 
All chips removed-they were washed thoroughly in 
a box. 

Wet weight of chips recovered 26.277# 
Moisture content 72% 
Wet of dry cooked chips 7.37# 
Yield = 77% 

The lignin was filtered from the cooking and 
dried in air at room temperature 

Lignin obtained 0.612# 
Yield = 6.38% 



Table 

n 3 -Pu1ing Run 

April 13, 194.8 

Charge of chips: 
Weight of wet chips 15.075# 
Moisture content 39.5% 
Weight of dry chips 9.lO# 

Charge of ooktng liquor: 
18.77 liters of a 35% solution (by weight) at 

1950F 

Liquor - Chip ratio 5.2 to i 

Thermometer well filled with mercury 

Gauge 
Temp. Pressure 

Time 0F psi 

7:30 
7:33 
7:35 
7:4.3 
8:00 205 1.5 
8:17 236 12.7 
8:30 263 23.6 
8:45 275 32.5 
9:00 289 43.5 
9:15 304. 57.5 
9:31 299 50.5 
9:4.8 317 74.0 

10:00 312 66.0 
10:16 308 63.0 
10:30 305 60.7 
10:45 300 58.0 
10:55 311 72.0 
11:30 302 61.2 
11:Ji.5 300.5 59.7 
12:00 315 82.0 
12:35 307 66.7 
1.00 302.5 63.4 
1:26 298 57.5 
1:33 309 70.0 
2:05 301 600 
2:15 310 70.0 
2:30 300 67.8 

R enia rk s 

Liquor added to chips in digester 
Pump and burners turned on 
220 V circuit turned on 
Top bolted down 

Turned off burners 

Changed to 110v circuit 
't 'T 220v 
'I ?? 110v t? 

't ?? 220v 
t, t, 110v 1? 

t, ti 220v t? 

Relieved p: 

Changed to 
?, n 
n t? 

t, n 

t? t? 

tessure to 57 psi 
220v circuit 
110v n 

220v 
110v 
220v 



Temp. 
Time _____ 

2:33 308 
3:05 305 
3:38 300 

3:49 
5:10 
5:16 
5:30 

311.5 
297.0 
304.0 
302.4 

91 

Tab1_9 (cont.) 

Giage 
Pressure 

74.4 
64.0 
60.4 

70.0 

65.0 
56.3 

5:46 292 40.7 
6:06 281 31 
6:16 274 27 
6:30 264 20.5 
6:48 247 11.8 
7:09 222 0.3 
7:30 216 

7:50 

Remarks 

Changed to 110V circuit 

" 220v 
Relieved pressure to 54 psi 
Changed to 110v circuit 

" 220V 
fl 110v 

Shut off heat. Relief valve 
cracked for 2 hour blow-down 

Started to drain liquor from 
digester 
All liquor drained from di- 
gester except that in circa- 
lation piping. 16 liters 
renioved. 
Digester containing chips was 
filled with cold water. The 
chips were allowed to soak in 
this water overnight. 

April 20, 1948 

Chips were removed from. the digester, washed 
thoroughly and weighed. 

Weight of wet chips : 27.011# 
Moisture content 73.3% 
Weight of dry chips 7.205# 
Yield. of cooked chips 79.2% 



92 

mhi in 

Run L. - Pulping run 

April 19, 1914.8 

Charge of chips: 
WeigAt of wet chips 16.390# 
Moisture content 14.4.2% 

Weight of dry chips - 9.114.# 

Charge of cooking liquor: 
16 liters of liquor used for run 3 - Lignin not 

removed 
2.4. liters of make up liquor 
Approximate concentration 33% salt (by weight) 
Liquor put in digester at 2090F 

Liquor - Chip ratio 5.08 to i 

GwJge 
Temp. Pressure 

Time _____ psi 

6:40 

6:4.5 

6:54. 

6:55 
7:15 204. 5 
7:32 241 18 
7:45 266 30 
7:59 288 4.6 

8:10 305 60 

8:20 303.5 57 
8:39 305 62 

8:53 307 64 
9:08 306.5 66 
9:4.0 306.2 68 

10:02 306.3 69.6 
10:09 305 60.7 
10:31 306 63.0 
11:03 304 62.0 
11:33 302 62.2 
12:03 302.2 63.0 
12:24. 302.4 64. 

Remarks 

Cooking liquor poured into 
digester 
Pump and 220 y circuit turned 
on 
Top of digester bolted down 
Burners turned on 

Burners turned down 

Changed to 110v circuit 
Burners on low 

Adjusted variatron to hold 
temp. constant 

Relief valve cracked open 
Relief valve closed 
Readjusted variatron 



T iiue 

1:15 
2:02 
3:32 
3:52 
4:30 
4:45 

6:45 

Temp. 
o.-, 

Table 10 (cont.) 

Gauge 
Press ur e 

psi 

302.0 65 
302.6 67 
301 67 
300 66.7 
301 69.0 

212.5 

93 

Remarks 

Pressure relieved to 64 psi 
All heat turned off - Relief 
valve cracked open for 2 hour 
relief period. Cooling fol- 

lowed run 3 very closely 
All liquor drained from di- 
gester. 13.45 liters.cold 
water added to chips in di- 
gestor and allowed to remain 
there overnight. 

April 20, 194B 

Chips removed from digester - washed thoroughly 
and weighed. 

Neight of wet chips 25.980# 
Moisture content 69.3% 
Weight of dry chips 7.97# 
Yield of cooked chips 
Lignin from Runs 3 & 4 0.639# 
Average yield of lignin 3.50% 



Table il 

Run 5 - Pulping Run 

April 29, 194.8 

Charge of chips: 
Weight of wet chips ll.935# 
Moisture content 4.0.8% 
Weight of dry chips 7.07# 

Charge of cooking liquor: 
20 liters of 4.0: cooking liquor at 2000F. 
Specific gravity = 1.165 at 18.20. 

Liquor-chip ratio = 7.25 to 1. 

Gge 
Temp. Pressure 

Time °F psi Remarics 

7:30 Cooking liquor added to di- 
gester. Pump and 220v cir- 
cuit turned on. 

7:34 162 Top bolted down 
7:35 Burners turned on 
8:00 208 4. 

8:30 262 30 
8:4.7 293 52 
8:50 296 54 Changed to 110v circuit. 

Turned down burners 
9:07 294 47 
9:27 302 52 
9:36 303 54. 

10:37 303 55 
12:05 303.4 58 
3:00 303 61 
5:00 303 61 Shut off all heat. Cracked 

relief valve. 
5:37 277 27 
6:07 248 12 
6:35 230 3 
6:55 206 
7:30 All liquor removed - 19 liters 

pH 4.0. Fresh liquor added 
to chips in digester and allow- 
ed to remain overnight 



Table 11 (cont.) 

April 30, 194.3 

Chips removed from digester - washed thoroughly 
in chip box and allowed to drain for two hours. Chips 
were much softer than those obtained frani the former 
cooks. 

Weight of wet chips 21.662# 
Moisture content 65.2% 
Wt. of dry chips = 7.54# 
Yield of cooked chips 106.5% 



Table 12 

Run 6 - Pulping run 

IIay 18, 191i.8 

Chip charge: 9.34011 of wet chips 

Cooking liquor charge: 
20 liters of a2proximately 4QG/ solution as ob- 

tained. frani Run 5 plus 1 liter of make up 
liquor at 212°F. 

Gauge 
Temp. Pressure 

Time °F psi 

2:50 

2:55 178 

3:15 178 40 

Remarks 

Cooking liquor added to digest- 
er. Pump and both heating coils 
turned on 
ianometer reading 0.4" Hg.Top 
bolted down 
High pressure with no change 
in temperature indicates plug- 
ging up of the screen at the 
bottom of the digester. Pres- 
sure relieved. Gas given off 
had. a burned odor. 

May 20, 1948 

Chip charge: 7.104# of wet chips 
15.56% moisture 
6.007, dry chips 

Cooking liquor charge: 
22 liters of 40% solution. 16 liters obtained 

after above attempted run plus 6 liters of 
make-up liquor. Added. to digester at 1939F. 

Liquor - chip ratio 9.4 to i 

Gge 
Temp. Prebsure 

Time °F psi Remarks 

Cooking liquor added to di- 
gester.Pump anti both heating 
coils turned. on. 



T8mp. 
Time F 

8:15 156 

10:30 160 
11:00 212 

11:16 227 

11:30 23L. 

11:L1.5 261 

11:52 
12:00 268 

Table 12 (cont.) 

Gauge 
Presuire 

psi 

12:05 
12:10 270 

Mero urr 

97 

Remarks 

Manometer reading 2 "Hg. Top 
bolted down. Manometer reading 
fluctuating widely. 220v line 
carrying no current resistance 
wire element burned out. While 
rewiring heating coil pump and 
110v regulated heating coil 
were left on for about an hour 
which is reason for higher 
temperature at 10:30 
Turned on pump and 220v circuit 

6 Manometer reading 1" Hg. Crack- 
ed relief valve. Manometer read.- 
ing fluctuating very widely-as 
high as 8" of Hg. 110v regu- 
lated circuit turned off as 
pump was making funny sounds. 

10 Turned 110 y ciröüit back on. 
No difference in the sound of 
the pump. Sounds like plugs are 
passing through the pump on the 
orifice. 

id Relief valve still cracked open 
22 Fluctuations of manometer read- 

ing from 0.5 to 11 inches of 
Hg 
Closed relief valve 

32 Pump started howling-aliheating 
circuits shut off. 
Motor stopped howling. 

23 Heating oiruits turned back on 
colunm in manometer fairly steady when 

heating circuits were turned off but fluctuated widely 
again as soon as 220v circuit was turned on. Same trouble 
with switch thrown to 110v circuit. iIercury now going 
clear above manometer when either of these circuits is 
turned on. 
With both heating circuits turned off and both valves 
wide open, manometer reading is 2.7 "Hg. 
Cannot use 220-110v heating coil anymore as it causes 
mercury to climb above the manometer. Mercury cannot be 
removed to make remainder of run with out manometer due 
to pressure in digester. Only alternative is to use only 
variastat circuit operated at its full capacity. 



Table 12 (contj 

Gauge 
Temp. Pressure 

Time psi Remarks 

1:00 262 19 
1:30 260 18.5 Pressure relieved between 

these last two readings. 
2:00 Gas given off on relieving pressure - smelled 

the same as that for original attempt of Run 6 
indicating cooking liquor was burning in the 
circulation piping. Therefore all heat was shut 
off. 

2:15 Pump shut off 
5:30 16.1 liters of liquor removed from the digester. 

This liquor was replaced with fresh liquor and 
chips were soaked in this fresh liquor over- 
night. It was then replaced with cold. water. 

fune 3, 194.8 

Chips removed from digester and washed thor- 
oughly in chip box. 

Weight of wet chips 18.65# 
Moisture content : 65% 
Weight of dry chips 6.55# 
Yield of cooked chips 109% 


